[Minimal-Intervention on smoking cessation: a Meta-analysis].
To systematically evaluate the effectiveness of Minimal Smoking Cessation Intervention Program (MSCIP) and to provide theoretical basis for the feasibility of implementation in China. Systematically, we searched data from studies published between January, 2000 and September, 2014 on the database that including Cochrane Library, Medline, EMbase, CNKI, Wanfang, Vip, etc. Studies related to MSCIP were designed by random controlled trials. Meta analysis was performed by Revman 5.1. Nine studies were included, with the Random-Effect Model Relative Risk as 1.57 (1.01-2.44), which indicated that the probability of being tobacco abstinent had increased by 57% in the treating group than in the control group. Participants who developed other diseases, being pregnant or the time of receiving intervention messages ≤ 10 minutes, were more likely to quit the program. There were no significant statistically differences noticed between the different subgroups. Minimal smoking cessation intervention increased cessation rates, RCTs with a larger sample size are needed to draw the related conclusions.